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Raez Environmental Systems & Advanced Technologies – RESAT is a medical business firm that started activity in 1995 as a specialized healthcare company. At present, it is one of the leading companies in Saudi Arabia specializing in distribution of medical and laboratory equipment, hospital furniture, surgical instruments, diagnostics, medical disposables, hospital supplies, as well as consumer supplies.

RESAT keeps apace with the rapid development of the healthcare sector and evolved along with the demands of a constantly growing market and ambitious development plans of the government, represented mainly by the Ministry of Health.

RESAT has several overseas suppliers from countries like USA, Netherlands, Poland, United Kingdom, Turkey, Italy, Germany, Sweden and many more. Utilizing the most up-to-date technology, RESAT is always ready to fulfill any procurement requirements in this field. We attribute much of our success to the excellence of our procurements to ensure we maintain high standards of quality whilst maintaining competitive prices.

RESAT maintains a spacious warehouse with temperature controlled sections, and various vehicles to meet the delivery schedules of our clients.

Through its professional and reliable business deliberations, RESAT has gained trust and interest of many medical professionals and succeeded to build very strong and well-established business relationships with both government and private bodies.

Mission:

"To become the market leader and trend-setter in the healthcare benefits management sector, through our highest quality of products, services and standards in support of client health and their clients, and delivering affordable quality medical equipment needed by the ultimate customer for improve the health and well-being of their patients, distinguishing ourselves as the "professionals that care ".

Vision:

"To become the kingdom’s most comprehensive source and leading provider of world class healthcare technologies and professional services which actively supporting the advancement of the healthcare sector".
Our Partners

BIOPAC SYSTEMS INC., USA - An integrated solution that includes hardware and software that students use to record data from their own bodies, animals or tissue preparations. Our product line includes: (Physiology (Animal and Human), Exercise Physiology and Biomechanics, Psychophysiology and Neurophysiology, Pharmacology and Toxicology, Human Anatomy, Biology, Bioengineering, and more).

GARDHEN BILANCE, ITALY - Leading manufacturer in the field of the electro-medical equipments supplies and in the building of weighing systems for hospital uses. Our product line includes Beds scale for hemodialysis, Hospital beds, Weighing systems for hospital beds, Armchairs scale for hemodialysis, Armchair for day hospital, transfusional, chemotherapy, Tilt Test®

TANITA, JAPAN – Tanita is a world leader in precision electronic scales. With almost 50% of its domestic market share, the name of Tanita is now a household word in Japan. The company's success and expanding global presence is the result of superior technology, unique design, and high manufacturing standards that have earned ISO 9001 certification, CE marking, membership in the JQA (Japanese Quality Association), FDA clearance and the Good Housekeeping Seal.
**KIRSCH, GERMANY** - Manufacturer of cooling systems, Pharmaceutical Refrigerators and Freezers, Blood Bank Refrigerators and Blood Plasma Freezers, Laboratory Refrigerators and Freezers and Multi-user refrigerators.

**HELMER, USA** - Helmer is a manufacturer and worldwide distributor of high quality laboratory equipment and refrigerated product. Our product line includes: Refrigerators and Freezers, Platelet Storage and Plasma Thawing and Centrifuges and Cell Washing.

**DELCON, ITALY** - Manufacturer of Blood bank, R&D and OEM products, Lab Instruments and Diagnostics, Cryobiology and Lab refrigerators & freezers.

**ENTHERMICS, USA** - Maintain patient normothermia from admission to discharge. Improved patient recovery, decreased blood loss, fewer surgical site infections, and shorter hospital stays are among the benefits of patient warming. Discover Enthermics: a sophisticated approach to patient warming using quality blanket and fluid warmers — any size for any space and any budget.
METRO INDUSTRIES, USA - Manufacturer of Innovative wire and polymer shelving lines - Genuine Super Erecta, Super Adjustable II, Polymer Shelving - to carts, C5 Heated Cabinets, AccessPoint Mobile Computing Workstations - the revolutionary Starsys Storage and Transport System - to a broad range of medication management systems including Lionville series medication carts and pharmacy fixtures along with our MedDispense Series automated dispensing cabinets, Metro puts space to work in labs, restaurants, hotels, hospitals, schools, retail areas, factories and beyond.

ARMSTRONG, USA - Manufacturer of quality medical carts for emergency, anesthesia, hospitals, EMS, and education that has made us an industry standard for over 50 years.

CHAMPION, USA - We manufacture products and accessories that are the ultimate combination of comfort, durability, efficiency and functionality. To us, responding.

HARLOFF, USA - We now offer a comprehensive array of crash carts, medication carts and other specialty carts for hospitals, nursing homes, clinics and surgery centers. Recently introduced products include our Magnetic Resonance Compatible Anesthesia and Emergency Carts, Malignant Hyperthermia Cart, Isolation Stations, Narcotics Cabinets, and Medication Distribution Carts.
PEDIGO, USA - Premier manufacturer of stainless steel and chrome equipment for the healthcare industry. With over 60 years of experience in manufacturing and healthcare equipment sales.

ALVI, ITALY - Designing and production to the solution of the logistic and material handling problems (transport trolleys for hospitals, nursery homes, laundries, hotels, industries). 40 years know-how of aluminum production, and the continuous research for combined employ of different materials, as various plastics and stainless steel, together with light alloy, lead to a constant quality improvement. The producing machinery, highly automated, grants an excellent quality level.

CLINTON INDUSTRIES, USA - With five full lines of equipment featuring: medical tables and cabinets, seating and accessories, one of the most affordable lines of blood drawing chairs in the business, the most innovative pediatric equipment on the market and a full line of physical therapy equipment, Clinton Industries is positioned to move in to the future with more products, more growth and even greater market success.

BREWER COMPANY, USA - We remain committed to the needs of the people on the front lines of healthcare and the patients served. We focus on bringing the safest, most advanced and highest quality safe patient handling solutions, advanced ergonomic seating and therapeutic support surfaces to the marketplace.
ARLINGTON SCIENTIFIC, USA - Manufacturer of Stationary, Mobile Coach and Portable Blood Donor Chairs that allows you to create a pleasant and rewarding experience for every patient and donor. The entertainment options provide the needed distractions for long duration procedures providing comfort during a variety of procedures (Apheresis, Oncology, and Blood Collection)

BORGO® CONTRACT SEATING, CANADA is a division of Borgo® Upholstery Ltd., which was founded in 1984. We are a wholly Canadian owned company manufacturing in Toronto, Ontario. The consistently well-manufactured product that we produce and our service record, have won us ISO 9001: 2008 registration. The range of product offered and our expertise, cover almost all market sectors. We have extensive experience in the corporate, educational, institutional, health care and public sectors.

LAKESIDE, USA - A diverse product line that transports, stores, heats, cools, serves, dispenses, organizes, displays and merchandises. To meet the dynamic aspect of the industries we serve, Lakeside is continually engineering new products and updating existing products to stay in tune with industry trends and our customers’ unique needs. As a quality-driven manufacturer, we produce our products right here in the USA. With a state-of-the-art facility, we utilize safe manufacturing processes and continually work towards reducing our global footprint..
BRISTOLMAID, UK - High quality products using our extensive knowledge and experience developed over the last sixty years working within the medical world. With over 1,500 product lines covering 100 categories of different furniture and equipment, Bristol Maid’s broad portfolio delivers a range of solutions for almost every healthcare sector.

SHIELDING, USA - Since 1958 SHIELDING INTERNATIONAL™ has proudly served the x-ray protective needs for a variety of users across the globe, including the medical, dental, veterinary, nuclear and baggage and security inspection industries - to name a few! All apparel and lead vinyl production is done on site covering the process from formulation of core x-ray protective material to the finished product, an important aspect in the manufacture and design process to assure safe, effective quality products.

KERN, GERMANY - Over 169 years of experience and the devotion to quality has enabled us to become specialists in the weighing field with the KERN brand standing for precision and reliability. We are an independent, medium sized family business, in its 6th generation, registered in southern Germany.

DORAN SCALES, INC., USA - Manufacturer of Diaper and Organ Scale, Digital Baby Scale, Digital Physician Scale, Handrail Scale, Portable Digital Scale, and Wheelchair Scale.
XXL REHAB, DENMARK - Manufacturer of strongly engineered and functionally designed and have a weight capacity of 325 kg. Our product portfolio consists of wheelchairs, shower commodes, shower benches, patient/dinner chairs, wheeled walkers, walking frames, canes, lift, slings as well as both low air loss and alternating mattresses.

3B SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS, GERMANY - Specializes in the manufacturing and marketing of didactic material for scientific, medical and patient education. 3B Scientific® Product Line includes:

- Artificial skeletons, torsos and human organ models
- Teaching aids and systems from the fields of physics and technology
- Injection training arms, patient care mannequins & medical simulators
- Biology, zoology and chemistry models
- Anatomical charts and anaatomic gift items
- Anatomical teaching and learning software
- SEIRIN® and Moxa Acupuncture Needles
- Laser Pen, Laser Shower
- Kinesiology Tape & Acu Tape
- Therapy & Fitness products
- Massage & Treatment tables

ELECTRO-CAP SYSTEM, USA - Manufacturer of strapless Electro-Cap System designed to be used for intraoperative EEG monitoring. The cap fits the head securely, whereby eliminating the need for chin straps or a body harness. Special Order caps, with as few as 2 or as many as 256 electrodes, are also available for special research and clinical applications.

TECHNOMED EUROPE, THE NETHERLANDS - Manufacturer of Disposable and Reusable Concentric EMG Needle Electrodes, Disposable/Reusable EEG Needle Electrodes with/ without
connecting wire, Disposable/Reusable Monopolar EMG Needle Electrodes, Ear Clip, Surface, and Nasopharyngeal Electrodes, EEG Cup Electrodes, Electrocaps and Headcaps including all accessories, Oxygen Sensors and monitors, Single-fiber EMG Needle Electrodes, and Various Electrodes and connecting lead.

**PROTEK MEDICAL, USA** - Providing healthcare professionals with guidance tools for precise placement of needles, catheters, or instruments with ultrasound/imaging procedures and a complete line of patented Medical Probe Covers and Surgical Drape kits help protect and extend your equipment and instrument life.

**IMEC, GERMANY** Temperature data logger for temperature monitoring and indicators. For over 30 years, we offer innovative solutions for temperature monitoring in the form of disposable and reusable data loggers, wireless data loggers, temperature indicators, and other measurement devices. Disposable Temperature Data Logger come in the recording of temperature-controlled transport (GDP) is used. With the wireless data loggers uncomplicated temperature recording and alarm in real time from cold stores and cold rooms is possible. Temperature indicators (TTI) provide a reasonable visual inspection to monitor the temperature of the smallest units

**T&D CORPORATION, JAPAN** - T&D Corporation develops and produces innovative Temperature Data Loggers combined with other innovative loggers with incredible success in wireless solutions. T&D has been leading the way in providing user-friendly wireless communication loggers. By obtaining CE approval in 2003 these innovative products have been made available to a wider world market.
MEDIPAN, GERMANY - Automated processing and evaluation of Immunofluorescence Assays, Application in the field of Autoimmune Disorders and for the detection of DNA damages.

GENERIC ASSY, GERMANY - Manufacture diagnostic test kits focusing on autoimmune diseases. GA is certified under DIN EN ISO 9001:2000 and DIN EN ISO 13485:2003. The company’s aim is to provide high quality diagnostic tools to meet the ever-growing demand for affordable tests. GA collaborates with clinical research departments situated in universities all around Germany. The product range focuses on innovative autoimmune diagnostics, is constantly expanding and our ambitious plan for the future is the development of new parameters and new technologies for the diagnostic market.

OK BIOTECH, KOREA - OK Biotech is a professional manufacturer with a vision of developing the production and marketing of high quality blood glucose monitoring devices and related homecare medical products. Dedicated to provide high quality products, and a total solution to benefit a good future of the health for people.

WEAVER, USA - EEG and ECG Gels and pastes for Cardiac Rehabilitation, Cardio-diagnostics Sleep Diagnostics, Electro-neuro-diagnostics.
Bowman Manufacturing Company, Inc., USA - We are a second generation family business that has been serving our customers for over 45 years. 45 years in the manufacture of Medical Dispenser Business is an industry leader in providing Personal Protective Equipment (glove, mask, and gown dispensers) to hospitals, doctor offices, dental offices, etc..

SOLDINI S.P.A., ITALY - The First ecological line of Professional, sanitary and security footwear endowed with Ecological Quality Mark by the European Union. Our product line includes Professional Clogs for Operating Rooms, Ecological Professional Clogs for Operating Rooms, and Footwear for the Medical Sector.

THERMOSAFE, USA a unit of Sonoco (NYSE:SON), is a leading global provider of temperature assurance packaging for the safe and efficient transport of pharmaceuticals, biologics, vaccines and other temperature sensitive products.

Sonoco ThermoSafe shipping solutions mitigate risk for our customers and ensure product efficacy throughout the extremes of a supply chain. With operations in North America, Europe and Asia, Sonoco ThermoSafe has a vast product offering featuring industry-leading technology that encompasses refrigerated, frozen or controlled room temperature applications. In addition, Sonoco ThermoSafe's ISC Labs® design and testing services deliver individualized and innovative packaging solutions along with qualification and validation services to meet all regulatory requirements.

Various Suppliers - We represent a number of Asian manufacturers who provide high quality Medical Equipment at low cost. We have different Chinese companies that supply disposables like cottons, gauze and bandages. Also, and with the inception of the Internet, and with our very resourceful and highly reliable staff, we are able to assist you in your specific requirement from just about any manufacturer/dealer worldwide.
Contact Information:

Raez Environmental Systems & Advanced Technologies - RESAT

6621 Al-Nahdah Road, Rabwah, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Phone: +966 11 478 2295

Fax: +966 11 474 0794

Email: info@resat.com